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The Fly Series signals a sculptural approach to design without sacrificing comfort. Referencing a classic Nordic aesthetic, details and techniques, seen in the slatted wood backrest, organic shapes and solid craftsmanship, the look is unmistakeably modern. In doing so, the series strikes a subtle balance between tradition and innovation, which &tradition champions as a brand.

With the Fly 3-Seater, Space Copenhagen amplifies your experience of lounging and socialising with ease. Three enormous seat cushions invite you and anyone else you would like to be with to relax in absolute comfort, with all kinds of options as to the solid oak colours and types of upholstery. Rearrange the back cushions anyway you like. Add a dog or cat, or curl up with a book or a coffee. And you have all the creature comforts that make a house feel like a home – in a sofa.

Product category: Sofa
Production Process: The Fly range is hand built from solid oak and oak veneer using traditional woodworking techniques. The oak is treated with either a white oiled or smoked oiled finish. The pillows are made from CMHR foam and feather and upholstered in fabric.
Environment: Indoor
Material: Oiled oak frame and base. CMHR foam and feather pillows. Fabric upholstery.
Wooden base options: Smoked oiled oak, White oiled oak
Dimensions (cm/in): H: 70cm/27.6in, D: 80cm/31.5in, L: 240cm/94.4in. Seating height: 40cm/15.7in.
Weight (kg): 90kg
In stock versions: Smoked oiled oak with Chivasso Hot Madison (CH1249/093)
White oiled oak with Chivasso Hot Madison (CH1249/094)
Smoked oiled oak with Harald 2 182
Longer legs option: Longer legs providing a seating height of 46cm are available upon request.
COM - Material Consumption: Fabric usage; 8 meters based on 140cm roll. COM must be approved by &tradition to ensure suitability for upholstery.
Strength, Durability and Safety Testing: The Fly sofas are tested for strength, durability and safety according to EN 15373 Level 2 - General contract use.
Cleaning Instructions: Please download our Material Care & Cleaning Instructions through www.andtradition.com
Package Dimensions (cm/in): H: 50.5cm/19.9in, W: 240.5cm/94.7in, D: 84.5cm/33.3in.